November 23, 2012

Lions Gate Secondary
Wastewater Treatment Plant
Workshop Date: November 14, 2012
Time: 6:00 – 9:00pm
Location: Pinnacle Hotel – Ballroom, North Vancouver
Prepared by: Jeff Cutler – space2place
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1.0 Meeting Overview:
The meeting was introduced by Fred Nenninger from Metro Vancouver. Fred provided a project status
update, an overview of the project schedule and reviewed the regulations that have initiated the
development of a new secondary treatment facility.
Jeff Cutler served as the overall facilitator for the evening and provided an overview of the workshop
format. This was followed by a recap of the findings from the previous workshop.
Scott Wolf presented the opportunities and constraints of the existing site context that have been
identified by the Architectural and Community Integration team. Following Scott’s presentation, the first
group discussion was held seeking input on the information Scott highlighted (see section 3.0 for
details). Each group shared their findings with the rest of the participants in a short report-back.
Scott then presented some precedents to
demonstrate site potential for this project and to
show some possible approaches that might be
considered. This was followed by a presentation
illustrating the fundamentals of secondary
wastewater treatment by John Spencer of CH2M
Hill. John also highlighted some objectives within
the objectives hierarchy developed by the design
team and illustrated how these will be used in the
decision making process.
The last facilitated group discussion focused on
Matthew Woodruff reporting back the findings of his
developing project objectives to be considered by
group
the design team as the concepts are developed
(see section 4.0 for details). Each group then
shared their findings with the rest of the participants.

2.0 Workshop Objectives:
Three objectives were identified for the community workshop:
•
Identify where we are at in the design process and share how the information to date has
influenced the work of the design team
•
Identify opportunities and constraints for the project
•
Collaborate with participants to develop objectives to achieve the project goals.
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3.0 Participants:
Public Representatives
Lionsgate Public Advisory Committee (LGPAC)
Community Resource Forum
Norgate community residents
Representatives from neighbourhood businesses
Metro Vancouver
Project Management Team

Fred Nenninger

Project Manager

Paul Dufault

Senior Engineer

Laurie Ford

Senior Engineer

Marie Griggs

Division Manager

Robin Mills

Policy Coordinator

Alicia Williams

Communications Officer

AECOM

Rick Bitcom

Project Manager

CH2M Hill

John Spencer

Deputy Project Manager

Joyce Chang

Project Coordinator

Scott Wolf

Partner,

Mark Johnson

Senior Architect

Jeff Cutler

Principal,
Landscape Architect

Sarah Rowe

Landscape Architect

Matthew Woodruff Architecture
Inc.

Matthew Woodruff

Project Manager, Architect

Michel Labrie Architect Inc.

Michel Labrie

Sustainability
Technical Lead

Public Involvement Division

Consultants

The Miller Hull Partnership, LLP
(Prime Consultant)
Space2place Design Inc.

Architect
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4.0 Group Discussion #1 - Opportunities & Constraints
Following Scott’s presentation of the project
opportunities and constraints, groups were asked the
following questions:





What did you hear?
What is your reaction?
What site-related issues are important to you?
What additional information or knowledge of
this site/area can you provide the design
team?
Fred Nenninger introducing the workshop

Figure 1: Opportunities and constraints word cloud. Word cloud is created from each group’s flip chart
notes. The size of the word is based on the number of times the word was transcribed.

Each group’s facilitator took notes on a flipchart (refer to the appendix for the full transcriptions). The
transcripts were organized into categories. These categories were then organized into opportunities and
constraints that were site specific or contextual (Table 1).
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Table 1 – Opportunities and Constraints
Opportunities:
Site Specific

Contextual

People friendly | the plant becomes part of
public life.

Ongoing community engagement | establish ways
to facilitate the exchange of information between
the community and the facility.

Utilize port and railway access to move
resources.

Influence behavioural change | through education
and monitoring.

Future proofing | create a robust plant for the
current and future states.

Change public perception | opportunity to change
the public’s perception of wastewater treatment.
View facility as a resource to the community.

Look at costs over an expanded time horizon Reclaim resources | including water for industrial
| including life cycle costs and operation costs. use, nutrients and energy.
The facility should improve the community
image | either the plant should be invisible or
if exposed be beautiful.
Use the landscape for treatment.
Constraints:
Site Specific

Contextual

Sensory impacts | i.e. smell, noise, vibration.

Traffic impacts | potential for increased traffic
impacts.

Challenging site | Small with consistent
drainage problems i.e. flooding at Pemberton
Street and 1st Street.

Cost effective | the new facility should provide good
value to the community with low impacts on rate
payers.
Reduce impacts during construction.
Challenging neighbourhood context | difficult to
satisfy diverse range of stakeholders.
Resilient systems | design for storm events and
disasters.
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Some additional points of local knowledge were recorded: Seaspan rerouted a tributary of MacKay
Creek that ran through their property, the new pathway built on the west side of MacKay Creek has
likely influenced the drainage in the area of the MacKay Creek wetlands, there are amenities lacking
in the neighbourhood (especially community meeting places), there is not a perceived lack of park
space in the area, residents often find a residue of sawdust build-up on their cars.

Figure 2: Objectives word cloud. Word cloud is created from each group’s flip chart notes. The size of
the word is based on the number of times the word was transcribed.

5.0 Group Discussion # 2 – Objectives
The second group discussion focused on project objectives. A copy of the objectives hierarchy was
available for reference at each groups table. The following questions were posed to each group for
discussion.




What project objectives are important to you?
How might we integrate the community in this project?
How do you define success on this project?

The discussion of each group was documented (refer to the appendix for the full transcriptions). The
transcripts were organized into categories. These categories were then organized into objectives that
were site specific or contextual (Table 2).
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Table 2 - Objectives
Site Specific Objectives

Contextual Objectives

No adverse sensory impacts | i.e.
smell, noise, vibration.

The project should improve the community | be a place where
people want to live, no negative impact on property values.

If the plant is visible it should be
beautiful.

Provide value to the community | the new facility should be
cost effective and not adversely affect rate payers. Capital costs
should be measured against life cycle and operating costs.

Provide maximum public access.

The plant should change the perception of wastewater plants
in the community | i.e. remove stigma associated with
wastewater and focus on resource recovery.

The decision making should be
holistic and balanced amongst all
objectives.

The plant should be multi-use | the construction of this
infrastructure should be leveraged to provide amenities for the
community.

The plant should be future proofed Ongoing public engagement | a transparent engagement
| allowing for future expansion and process should be established to share and receive information
improved treatment technologies.
for the community throughout the life of the project.
The plant should be resilient |
protect against disasters and major
storms.

This project should be used to influence behaviour in the
community | public education to influence demand side
management.

The plant should be invisible.

Minimize impacts on climate change | minimize emissions and
greenhouse gases (GHG).
Maximize Integrated Resource Management | recover water,
energy, nutrient resources.
Establish connections to the surrounding environment | i.e.
views to waterfront/Burrard Inlet, connect to Spirit Trail.
Look at the big picture not just the site.
Share information on plant operations | monitor and share
the treatment process inputs and outputs.

(Note: these objectives are a record of the objectives identified in the workshop. Conflicts have not been
reconciled.)
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Notes on decision making: There were also comments collected that focused on the decision making
process:
 It’s difficult to evaluate a long list of objectives
 The objectives should be divided into wants and musts
 As many objectives should be met as possible
There was some discussion that a long list of objectives is too complicated to properly evaluate.
However, it was also noted that when many objectives are bundled into groups the transparency in
the decision making is lost. Grouped objectives may not consider items that are considered a priority.
This is something for the design team to consider for the next community workshop.

6.0 Summary
Overall the evening was constructive and the input received was helpful and informative. There were a
diversity of participants. Interests included: engineering and technical, environmental, resource
recovery, and local business and community benefits and impacts.
During the workshop some themes were consistent across all of the tables including:
 Sensory impacts
 Changing the perception of wastewater
 Using the project to improve the community
 Ensuring that the facility is good value for the community
 Resiliency against disasters
 Aesthetics of the facility
 Ongoing public engagement.

There was a range of opinions about this project amongst Norgate residents. These range from residents
that do not want this facility to be built in the proposed location to residents that are accepting and
pragmatic. Everyone is consistent about smell and noise concerns. Amongst the residents that
participated in the workshop, there was some agreement that if the plant is visible it should be
beautiful, otherwise it should be invisible. There was not a strong preference for either approach.
The notion of cost-effectiveness and value was consistent amongst the groups. This was a complex
discussion that included examining the tradeoffs of issues such as length of amortization, capital costs,
operating costs, revenue from Integrated Resource Recovery (IRR) and life cycle costs. The impact on
ratepayers continued to be expressed. These issues will be important for the design team to consider as
the project is developed.
It was also evident that engagement with the community will be critical to successfully integrating the
project with the community as a whole. This may include public education to influence the amount of
water entering the system, connecting with other community groups, ongoing public involvement in the
design process, and sharing monitoring results through an open data initiative.
The findings from this workshop will be shared with the wider design team. It was valuable to receive 1
insight into objectives that are important to the community. This will help guide the design team as
candidate concepts are prepared for the facility.
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APPENDIX
Discussion #1 Transcripts - Opportunities and Constraints
Below is the full transcript of the notes from each facilitated group session:
Group 1
What did you hear?
 not an ideal site
 challenging site
 flooding water
 need involvement of community to reduce mistrust
 change to partnerships
Issues important to you
 increase feasibility of business case
 expand the public zone (urban farm, viewing platform)
 integration into immediate and greater community
 do not bury it/expose it
 artist studios/wood tower
 view as a resource/benefit to community
Additional information
 harvesting nutrients and energy
 reduce/eliminate cost overruns
 increase revenues and benefits by urban farm revenues on roof top
 control odour (eliminate odour)
 amortize the costs over 50 years
 embrace life cycle costing
 construction access via water
 reduce noise/impacts during construction
 noise abatement program
Group 2
Resilience
 at a broad term of reference
 “functional resilience” vs. risk - seismic, storm surge
 treat infrastructure with same resilience as the plant
 this project should contemplate resilience of the whole system (B16 pipes that are hard to fix)
Use of reclaimed water
 sent to industry first rather than MacKay Creek
 offset potable use before releasing to the sea
 Fibreco
 Kinder Morgan
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People friendly
 waterfront access “walk the seawall”
 greenspace that is easy to access
 functional teaching environment
 kids “accidental” (passive) education
 something welcoming
 green rooftop, just high enough to get a view “rooftop park”
 know our neighbours - industry to the south
Integrated Resource Recovery (IRR) - solid waste import
 could be of great concern to the neighbourhood
 stinks
 trucks - bring solid waste by barge?
Net energy generator
 part of the robust system
 cost
Transportation
 import/export of solids
 trucks - neighbourhood impacts
 barge - cost effective?

Group 3
 garburators - IRR
 plant looks small - will it serve the growth rate
 what is proposed for space against road
 what is proposed for noise and odour
 no odour
 no noise
 How to handle truck traffic
 How will solids ‘sludge’ be handled
 fail safe condition
 both stages at once
 what do these conditions mean
 How robust is design for future conditions and regulations
 climate proof - what is needed
 Cost and rates
 like the wall
 Pedestrian entrance idea
 How will property values be affected and addressed
 “better than a rail yard”
 “quiet and pretty”
 Quality of release water
 quality of sludge
 Inflow and infiltration (I&I) - cost effectiveness of dealing with I&I
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Group 4
Opportunities
 reuse greywater locally
 reclaimed water has high value for industrial use
 reclaimed water has value - infrastructure savings
o more than the value of the water itself
 What can we do with the reclaimed water?
 How can we implement source control?
o partitions, behavioural change
 What type of technology is appropriate here?
 What can we do to reduce wastewater, chemicals, etc?
 expand wastewater treatment into the landscape – i.e. bioswale opportunities
o requires a lot of land
 allow for future changes to technology and infrastructure
 get engaged in finding solutions
 offset fossil fuel use
 allow for future developments in sustainability
Group 5
Opportunities and constraints
 storm sewer flooding at Pemberton Avenue & 1St Street West during high tides
 problem with MacKay Creek water
 railway tracks
 debris accumulated
 Seaspan re-directed tributary from MacKay Creek that ran through its property
 must address site drainage issues with development of facility
 new pathway west of MacKay Creek possibly interrupts drainage
 like idea of solid building next to railway - you can make it 50’ high
 height of buildings not a concern
 no addition of noise or smell
 odourless
 sawdust residue on cars
 what are opportunities to improve light industrial strip between 1st Street West and Welch
Street
 difficult to accommodate all stakeholders needs in the area
 increase traffic
 not deprived by park space
 opportunities identified will have a significant impact on people’s perception of the plant
 improving ecology improves perception of plant and industrial area
 potentially a pedestrian overpass will be added at the pedestrian crossing
 amenities lacking in neighbourhood
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Group 6
What did you hear?
 making the site pedestrian friendly (good)
 acoustic barrier (good)
 nothing about odour control - because it is the major issue
 nothing about traffic impact
 details?
 integration with Official Community Plan (OCP)
 nothing about disaster management
 reactions
 better communication and education needed
 Norgate (participating residents from Norgate) doesn't want to help make it better they want it
to go away
 residents do not have information
 What does secondary treatment mean? What does it look like?
 credible information is lacking
 pre and post plant monitoring for baselines and comparisons
 want more info on site selection
 noise levels fluctuate over the year
 annual sampling suggested
 odour isn't just about sewage, it’s also about particulates. - GHG’s
 Pemberton Avenue and 1st Street West intersection floods with each rain event
 odours from the old plant still make their way to Norgate

Discussion #2 Transcripts - Objectives
Below is the full transcript of the notes from each facilitated group session:
Group 1
Objectives
 net positive revenue
 reduce water ‘in’
o water conservation
o stop water dilution ‘leaky pipes’
o deal with peak load
 no odour (monitoring)
 no increase in tax rate (or reduction)
 lifecycle costing that allow for revenues and amortize capital cost over 50 years (+ operation
costs)
 maximize IRR
 revenue neutral
 maximize synergies with district energy
 integrate solid waste in plant for IRR
 allow for expansion
o increase population
o increase treatment standard
 Integrate solid and liquid waste into MV plan (organic waste)
 balance public benefits and revenues
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maximize park space
o connection to Spirit Trail
o maximize access/views to water
o incorporate revenue generating farm on the roof
allow for ‘future proofing’
o expandability
o phosphorous recovery

Group 2
 Balance capital cost with beauty - what are the tradeoffs?
 maximize offset of outside fuel sources to drive cost impact down
 3A cost is a great concern
 look for objective goals to reduce operating costs through resource recovery - while balancing
the premium for those additional systems
 total lifecycle cost
 minimize plant capacity
 total demand management
 community
 community is the whole catchment area
 “everyone is a user”
 provide opportunities for engagement – like voting
 showing examples of possibilities
 show value for money
 robust process to build confidence
 “two for one” community amenity coupled with major public health necessity “we need to have
this”
 minimize plant footprint to make space for park/amenities
 success
 meet as many objectives as possible
Group 3
 rate & cost - minimize impact on rate payer
 get best “bang” for buck - most cost effective
 minimize odour - eliminate
 minimize or reduce consequential problems – let’s not create a new problem
 divide objectives into must and wants – i.e. odour = must
 meet reasonable rate of return on investments other than the must
 effectively reduce or eliminate current noise
 minimize/eliminate odour, noise, vibration
 minimize other emissions than odour
 maximize longevity
 ability to meet tertiary treatment
 sufficient space for future treatment requirements
 can we phase - just in time
 impact on homes
 be a place where people want to come to live
 achieve multiple purposes
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want the environment in the community a better place to live - environment means more than
just the water discharge quality
flexibility

Group 4
Objectives
 minimize creation of GHG’s in the plant
 utilize wastewater by-products to create energy
 balance economics, sustainability
 low capital cost and low taxpayer burden
o minimal lifecycle cost - meeting federal requirements
 minimal odour
 look at the big picture (municipal) not just this site
 more expensive to build vs. cheaper to run/less waste
 ensure technology is proven to work
o cutting edge technology
 community integrations
 multi-use development – i.e. office towers
 educational tool - source control
 architecture
 industrial land - minimize gentrification
 success
 on budget and on time
 community is happy with the end product
 water quality doesn't deteriorate or improves
 promote personal responsibility
 education about source control
Group 5
 a place for community meetings
 opportunity for responsive community dialogue with plant operations
 monitoring results with open data
 monitoring goals being achieved
 project successful if it works
 project successful if you don't know it’s there
 project successful if it doesn't smell
 transparency regardless of the performance
 traffic
 when is it going to be changed from wastewater to resource recovery facility
 difficult to evaluate with long list of objectives
 most reliable control of odour
 small footprint of plant preferred
 connect with other public groups to engage with the process
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Group 6
Objectives
 eliminate health impacts on public
 eliminate odour
 How does this compare to Annacis Island wastewater Treatment Plant?
 Why is the federal government mandating secondary treatment? Is water quality the driver?
 eliminate negative impacts on adjacent property values
 eliminated stigma associated with sewage treatment plant on property values
 Effective liaison with other community groups in sample projects?
 eliminate sound (not just noise) from treatment
Success
 no odours - ever (no down time)
 plant becomes a destination
 protection against tsunami & flooding for the plant and Norgate
 render plant invisible
 if it’s tall, it must be beautiful (as per trade & convention centre)
 eliminate traffic increase on Pemberton Avenue and 1st Street West
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